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Abstract I 
The Gio~o spacecraft and its payload complement, which had been in 
hiberna'l_on since March 1986, underwent a rigorous checkout in space 
in 1~90. _fhe !pacecraft then executed an ~arth s.wingby 0!3- 2 July 19~0 
(pencen~r distance 29,109 km). The energetic particle expenment EPON'A 
and the :onboard magnetometer MAG operated dunng the swingby, 
making this the first encounter of an observing spacecraft coming from 
deep spa.be with the Earth. A preliminary account of the particle data 
recorded in the Van Aflen belts along Giotto's hyperbolic, high inclina
tion orbit is presented and a qualitative comparison made with the 
predicted data provided by the empirical trapped radiation belt models 
AP8andAE8. 

1. Introdltion · 

The highjy successful Giotto mission to comet P/Halley was ESA's first 
interplanetary mission. The spacecraft encountered the comet on 14 March 
1986, apPiroaching to within approximately 600 km of the nucleus. with all 
instrume~ts in nominal operation. Fourteen seconds before closest approach, 
Giotto w~ hit by a 'large' dust particle and suffered some damage (tfie solar 
cell array ,power output reduced from 196 to 191 W; the star-mapper baffle 
perfonn~ce and thermal control subsystem degraded). Damage was also 
suffered by certain of the on board experiment sensors as a result of the impact 
It was, nevertheless, thereafter possible to re-target the spacecraft to return to 
the neighlourhood of Earth from whence, using an Earth•gravity assist. it could 
in princip e be re-directed to encounter comet P/ Grigg-Skjellerup.in 1992. 

An inves gation of the status of the Giotto spacecraft and its payload was 
instituted peginning at 12.45 U.T. on 19 February 1990. At that time, command 
sequence~-- to reconfigure the on-board systems from the powered down 
hioemation mode entered at 03.00 U.T. on 15 March 1986 to an active mode 
were initi~ted from the ESA tracking station at Darmstadt Gennanv. These 
comrnandi were sent via data-links to the Jet Propulsion LaboratoB' .. real-time 
computer at Pasadena, California and from thence on to the NASA eep Space 
Network DSN). The Deep Space Network tracking station near :tvfadrid was 
thereafter:used for all tracl<:ing telemetry and command operations. 

The data Jeceived revealed that the Giotto spacecraft had su1vived the Halle)' 
Enc.ountd and its four years of hibernation remarkably well. Testing of 
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close swin by of the Earth. This was perfonned on 2 July 1990 at 10.01.18 
perigee ti e. On that occasion, the energetic particle ex~nment EPON A and 
the Giotto agnetometer experiment were in operation. The data obtained by 
EPONA o thls, the first encounter of an observing spacecraft coming from 
deep spac with the Earth, are the subject of the present paper. After this 
successful . arth flyby, a decision was made on 12/13 June wiihii1 the Eurp~an 
Space Ag4nc~ to command the spacecraft on to encounter comet P/Grigg 
Skjellerup ,on 10 July 1992 (the Giotto Extended Mission-GEM), when a key 
o~Jective il! be the mvestig~tion of solar wind-cometary interactions using the 
onboard p rt1cles and fields mstruments. 

2. The EP I NA instrument 

EPONA isa lightweight(<0.9 kg) detectorsystemconsistiJ!g of three solid state 
p:article s~tems (Te 1-3), eacfi of geometric factor 8.1 X 10-2 cm2 ster and 
employing similar disctjminator thresholds in complement~ry cha!'}nels. ~c.h 
telescope tses two semiconductor detectors and, 5y applying vanous comc1-
dence and ti-coincidence conditions, 8 energy channels canoe realized in Te 
1: and 4 en

1 
rgy channels each in Te 2 and Te 3. Te 2 is covered by an Al-foil 

of 500 uglcm2 which absorbs protons <350 keV but not electrons >20 keV. 
Thus, the ~ount rate difference oetween Te3 and Te 2 allows the sef.aration of 
pr9tons antl electrons at low particle energies. Te: 1 is oriented at ~5 to the ~pin 
axis of the spacecraft and looks backward with respect to G1otto' s flight 
direction. trhe other two telescopes are oriented at 135°to the spin axis and view 
in the forward direction. A selection of Storage Modes and of Real Time Modes 
are_ availal]le. In the Storage Modes the inte_gration time for particle fluxes is 
48.3 minu~es and the data are. stored in a 64 kb1t RAM memory (storage capacity 
}•3.6 day~for transmission to ground during spacecraft telemetry contact. 

3. Earth-: ty 
On its traJ~ctory from dee.p space, Giotto encountered the Earth on a nearly 
hyperboliq orbit with perigee aistance 29,109.207 km from the Earth's centre. 
Pu_ e to teclII!ical constraints, Real Time telemetry was not available during the 
Encountet, .. Jlms, the EPONA instrume.nt o~erated in one of its Storage Modes 
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== 0.217-3. Me Vrw1th (bottom) the complementary trace recorded m Te 2, Cfl. 
4 (E =0. 8-3.5 MeV; E = 0.22-3.5 MeV). Te 1, Ch.4 shows an increase in 
fluxPfrom 04.00 U.T., wtiich steepened at 06.00 U.T. to form a maximum at 
about 07.30 U.T. A minimum in particle counts was recorded at 10.00 U.T., 
followed ~y a further, broader, maximum. Particle counts showed a gradual 
decrease from - 11.45 U.T. until close to 14.00 U.T. In Te2, Ch.4, p_article 
counts st~~edearlier(<04.00 U.T.) and showed a sharp increase at06.00 U.T., 
l~~d.ing to; counter saturation. Thereafter, the count rate .dt:clined, r~aching a 
mmtmumat- 10.00 U.T., and there was then another rapid increase m counts, 
reaching ~ain to saturation. Extrapolated maxima are, m each case, shown in 
Fig.I. The subsequent qecline in particle counts endured, as in the case of ~e 
Te 1 measurements, until close to 14.00 U.T. Both Te 1 and Te 2 showed, m 
Ch. 4, a ajinor increase in particle counts from - 19.00 U.T., which reached a 
~ell defined maximum close to 22.00 U.T. 

The particle observations as well as the spacecraft orbit are described in tennS 
qf a geoclntric solar magnetospheric coordinate system which has its x-axis 
pointmg f om the Earth to the Sun. The y-axis is defined to be perpendicular 
f 
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tl the Ej's magnetic di1>9le such that the x-z plane contains the dipole axis. 
'ijie z-axis, is chosen to be in the same sense as the northern magnetic pole. 

'the MAG ~earn reported the inbound bowshock(BS) and magnetopause (MP) 
crossings Qf Giotto to occur at about 04.49 U.T. and 06.44 U.T. at distances of 
13.4 R, an~ 9.8 R res~ctively, see Fig.I. The particle data which, upstream 
of.tpe oowisllock hlowed only minor variations, exhibited no marked m_crease 
unttl appr x1mately 05.15 U.T. Thereafter, the fluxes recorded by Te 1 m Ch. 
4 $bowed gradual increase with no special indication of the magnet9pause -
transition. : erige.e was reached at 10.0I.18 U.T. Te 1, Ch.5 (4.5-20 MeV), not 
illµstrated is a 'clean' coincidence proton channel and, if we compare the 
co'.unts it co~ded at Closest Approach with contemP.oraneous ele~tron 
m~asurem nts m Channel 6 (e > 300 keV), we find that there was a ratio of 
about 1 pr~ton to one thousand electrons in this part of the radiation belt. 

liain, MAG data indicate that entry into the geomagnetic tail was marked by 
the crossirlg of the tail ward extension of the midnight cusp region at 14.30 U. T. 
At this timf, the electron fluxes which had shown a markeo decrease from about 
lA.00 U.Tiecame steady. The outbound magf!eto~ause was traversed at 21.20 
{,J.T. and e bow shock on 03 July at 13.49U.T. In Te 1 and Te 2, Ch. 4, the 
otjtbound aguetopause crossing occurred during a general increase in particle 
fh;txes tha began at about 19.45 U.T. It is noted that high and variable levels 
of particl counts were sustained until the end of obser,ations on 05 July, 
i.ndicating1the asymetric distribution of the particle populations sampled. 

! . 

4, Fly-by I ata vs predicted fluxes 
i : 

~SA's 'IRAD Radia_tion Enyironment Analys!s Tool h_as. been used_ to 
cdmpute uxes along G1otto's fhght path as a function of orb1t time and orbital 
~verage s ,ecti:a. In implementing this actiyity, since !he SP.~cecraft traversed a 
hyperbohc traJectory, geomagnetic co-ordinates provided chrectly bY. the Space 
A8ency wpre first utilized to define points out to+/- 10 Earth Radii along the 
fhght pa I Then the BLXTRA and TREP pro_grams were emploved to access 
the empiri al trapped radiation belt models AE& and AP 8 prov1deci by NSSDC. 

j ' 
I . 

Proton (0. 15-3.5 MeV) and electron (0.22-3.5 MeV) fluxes calculated to be 
riresent al · ng the Giotto orbit using the AP8 and AE 8 models are presented in 
Fig.2 for , om_parison with the snapshot of fluxes of closely similar energies 
rh~asured y tfie EPONA instrument. The _predicted electron and proton fluxes 
~how a well defined increase betwe.en 0.25-0.5 hours before ~rigt:e and reach 
a peak at ~bout 1.25 hours after pengee. The measured fluxes begm 5-6 hours 
before pertgee and show a double maximum, which may be related to contem
peraneou~ changes in L'1e inclination angle of the magnetic field as recorded by 
the MAG rinstrument.. Glassmeier (orivate communication). It may be men-
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· to the E . 's magnetic di~le such that the x-z plane contains the dipole axis. 
The z-axis is chosen to be in the same sense as the northen1 magnetic pole. 

The MAt Team reported the inbound bowshock(BS) and ma~netopause (MP) 
crossing of Giotto to occur at about 04.49 U.T. and 06.44 lJ.'!. at distances o.f 
13.4 R.. nd 9.8 RE res~ctively, see Fig.I. The particle data which, upstrean1 
of the oow shock showed only minor variations exhibited no marked increase 
until appgoximately 05.15 U.T. Thereafter, the fluxes recorded by Te 1 in Ch. 
4 sh~\Ye . a g~adual increase with no special indication_ of the magnet9pause 
trans1t10 . Pengee was reached at 10.01.18 U.T. Te L Cn.5 (4.5-20t.1eV), n()t 
illustrateH, is a •clean' coincidence proton channel and, if we compare the 
.counts it recorded at Closest Approach with contemporaneous electron 
measure1hents in Channel 6 ( e > 300 ke V), we find that there was a ratio of 
-about I P,roton to one thousand electrons in this part of the radiation belt. 

Again, JAG data indicate that entry into the geomagnetic tail was marked by 
the cros~fng of the tailwardextension of the midnight cusp region at 14.30 U.T. 
At this tite. the electron fluxes which had shown a markea decrease.from about 
14.00 U .. became steady. The outbound magneto2ause was traversed at 21.20 
U.T. and the bow shock on 03 July at 13.49 U.T. In Te 1 and Te 2, Ch. 4, the 
outboun4 magnetopause crossing occurred during a general increase in panicle 
fluxes th t began at about 19.45 U.T. It is noted that high and variable !eve.Is 
of partic e counts were sustained until the end of observations on 05 July, 
·indicatin the asymetric distribution of the particle populations sampled. 

data vs predicted fluxes · 

ESA's : . TRAD Radiation Environment Analysis Tool has been used to 
compute uxes along Giotto's flight path as a function of orbit time and orbital 
average s ectra. Jn implementing this activity, since the spacecraft traversed a 
hyperbol c trajectory1 geomagnetic co-ordinates provided directly bY. the Space 
A_gency Were first uuhzed to define ~nts out to+/- 10 Earth Radii along the 
fhght path. Then the BLXTRA and EP pro_grams were employed to access 
the empijcal trapped radiation belt models AES and AP 8 prov1dec! by NSS DC. 

Proton (0.215-3.5 1vfeV) and electron (0.22-3.5 MeV) fluxes calculated to be 
12resent a tong the Giotto orbit using the AP8 and AE 8 models are presented in 
Fig.2 forlcomparison with the snapshot of fluxes of closelv similar energies 
measure by tfie EPONA instrument. The predicted electron .. and proton fluxes 
show a w 1f defined increase between 0.25-0.5 hours before perigee and reach 
a peak at bout 1.25 hours after perigee. The measured fluxes begin 5-6 hours 
before pe igee and show a double maximum which may be related to contem
peraneou changes in the inclination angle of the magnetic fie.ld as recorded by 
the ~1A instrument, Glassmeier (private communication). It may be men
ti<?ned thi the B value at perigee ~.g 1ven by the JGRF_models (epoch of l_960; 
without external field), 1s 560 nT (L= 11.48 R_). Usmg the same IGRF helds 
and eQ_oc and a Tsyganenko model ( version 19'89) witfi K = 0, we obtain B = 
554 nT (!!=} 1.05 R ). On substituting K = 5, we obtain B ~ 573 nT (L=l4. l 9 
RJ. The value adually measured by the ~1AG instrument at perigee was 567 
nT. On t e day of Encounter the planetary geornagnetic activity index K was 
in the ran e 2-3 so we can assume that the outer raoiation belt was not, 011 this 
occasion,ianomalouslv distorted by the impinging solar wind plasma. A more 
detailed a alysis of the particle data illustrated and discussion of how they re.late 
to the ra • iat1on belt n1odels will be presented in a later paper. Details of 
observati , ns made by EPONA in the midnight cusp and in the polar magne
tosheath i11 be of particular interest. 

P. 0 1 
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fig. 1; Fltir es measured by the EPONA ~strument in Te 1, Ch.4 ( Ep,a 

::; 0.217 -3t5 MeV) and Te 2. Ch. 4 ( EP::: 0.48-3.5 MeV; E: = 0.22-3.5 
fvfeV) on t2 July 1990. . 
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i Fig.2 P dieted fluxes ( electrons; 0.35-3.5 Me V, LHS and protons 
i 0.215-3i5 MeV, RHS) along the Giotto orbit, estimated using the 
! empiridal AE 8 and AP 8 models for the period close to perigee. 
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